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ABSTRACT 

ANALYSIS OF PASSIVE MODE-LOCKING IN LASERS 

Michael C. Smayling 

The passively mode-locked laser is modeled as a 

regenerative oscillator. An organic dye used as a 

saturable absorber is treated as the only nonlinear 

element in the feedback loop. Using a transcendental 

equation to represent the transfer function of the 

inhomogeneously broadened, "energy saturated" dye, 

numerical analysis shows that a Gaussian pulse is a 

steady state solution. For the example considered, 

in which an NdsYAG laser is mode-locked by an Eastman 

9740 dye, the initial shortening of the pulse by the 

dye is .6%, and approximately 100 to 200 passes are 

required to reach steady state. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the first successful operation of a ruby laser 

by Maiman in 1960, new fields of optics were opened to 

theoretical and experimental research. In particular, 

the internal (cavity) modulation of the laser beam by 

passive or active locking of the modes has been studied 

extensively Cl, 2, 32. Figure 1-1 depicts the general 

physical system under consideration here. The intent of 

this thesis is to use a system approach to analyze the 

case in which the modulation is done passively by a 

saturable absorber. 

Several applications of mode-locked laser outputs 

may make the research effort quite rewarding. One prime 

example is the use of high power laser pulses to implode 

a fusable material. According to Burgess C4], a 20 

channel system with individual pulse energies of 10^ J 

and durations of 100 ps could provide enough power for 

"breakeveri* thermonuclear fusion. A related application 

is laser fusion as a laboratory source of nuclear radia¬ 

tion to test the vulnerability of military hardware to 

exposure to fusion by-products; this could save 10 to 20 

nuclear test explosions per year C53• Short pulses are 

also being used in pulse-code-modulation communication 

systems and accurate rangefinding systems. 

A number of methods have been used to mode-lock lasers. 

Consequently, numerous theoretical explanations have been 

introduced to describe various aspects of the problem. 
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Active mode-locking may be accomplished by either 

AH or FH of the cavity field. Amplitude modulation by 

means of an internal acoustic-loss modualtor has been 
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successful C63. Frequency modulation may be accomplished 

by dielectric-constant modulation or switching in a 

properly oriented Kerr cell C73 • Active Q-switching 

using a Pockels cell C83, a rotating disc C93, a Kerr 

cell C103, and an ultrasonic refraction shutter C113 

have given mode-locked outputs. 

One theory applied to active mode-locking utilizes 

a coupled-mode (frequency domain) approach C12, 13, 14, 

153. The analysis begins directly from consideration of 

Maxwell’s field equations for a polarizable, lossy 

medium; ie., _ — _ 

The form of the one-dimensional solution in the cavity is 

^ Em(£) #*,(*}) 
where the spatial boundary conditions are satisfied by 

UmCz> = Sin m) rr 2/tj 

The sum on m extends over the range of modes considered; 

the central mode has a frequency u>Q = mcnc/L. is the 

relative phase of the nrn mode. This approach has not 

been used to any great extent for the passive case since 

determining self-consistent phase relationships between 

the modes depends on measuring or calculating the macro¬ 

scopic polarizability induced by the field. The in-phase 
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and quadrature components of the suceptibility have not 

been found from direct intensity measurements. Calcu¬ 

lation of the induced suceptibility involves a time- 

dependent perturbation approach, which can become quite 

difficult in view of the complexity of a typical dye 

molecule. 

The time domain analysis of active mode-locking 

depends on determining what pulse shape can propagate 

through the system and yield a self-consistent solution. 

Kuizenga and Siegman C18, 193 have considered the case 

of Gaussian pulses and a Gaussian gain profile. As 

this analysis is similar to that of the passive case 

derived from Cutler C353, similarities will be pointed 

out in the discussion of Cutler's approach. 

The passive mode-locking has been accomplished in 

several ways. Among them are locking due to nonlinear 

or anisotropic properties of the laser medium C20, 21, 

223, changing the cavity length at a constant rate C233, 

and Q-switching using a saturable absorber. The absorber 

may be a section of the laser medium excited to a lower 

state C243 , a gas such as BClg or CH^Br C653, or an 

organic dye solution C253. 

Analysis has been worked on in both the frequency 

and time domains. The frequency domain technique is 

similar to the coupled-mode approach? nonlinear inter¬ 

actions between beat frequencies and frequency pulling 

describe the coupling. Since the suceptibilities are 
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unknown, the maximum-emission principle is used to deter¬ 

mine relative phases; this concept assumes that the 

dominant phase relationship will be that which gives 

the lowest threshold C16, 173. The time domain analysis 

can be done either by using a system model (as per 

Cutler) or by a fluctuation model C26, 273. Either 

can be used to describe the evolution of pulses from 

spontaneous noise. 

The methods of analysis reviewed so far have been 

based either directly or indirectly on the semiclassical 

analysis of the laser by Lamb C303. In principle, one 

could extend the completely quantum analysis of Scully 

and Lamb C31D . However, for the situations of interest, 

the number of photons involved is so large that the 

correspondence principle holds. 

One concern of researchers is that the pulses 

observed experimentally are longer than predicted by an 

analysis assuming ideal passive mode-locking. For evenly 

spaced, in-phase modes, the output should be a pulse with 

a width given by the reciprocal of the oscillating band¬ 

width. Since this predicts a width less than a tenth 

of the measured width, refinements have been added to 

the various theories. 

For example, Cubeddu and Svelto C283 have extended 

the maximum emission principle by including the effects 

of host dispersion. By considering the case of a homo¬ 

geneously broadened dye (and hence a simple rate equation), 
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they demonstrated that an instantaneous frequency sweep 

("chirp”) occurs. Their results included both a linear 

and a nonlinear chirping effect. Other papers C45, 46, 

473 have considered the appearance of substructures 

within each pulse. 

At this point, the incentive for applying a system 

model to the passive mode-locking analysis may not be 

clear. It would appear as if Lamb's semiclassical 

approach to the general laser problem could be applied 

to the special case of mode-locking. However, in his 

paper C303, Lamb carried out a multimode analysis for 

only up to three modesi even for three modes, the ex¬ 

pressions for the E fields were quite lengthy. An 

expansion of the analysis to include several hundred 

modes could be done, but the significance of the results 

would be all but lost in the mathematics. Hence, the 

systems approach is used to reduce an arduous problem 

to one of more manageable proportions. Since the accuracy 

of the results depends on the correctness of the model 

used to describe the laser, any model used may require 

several refinements to more closely represent the 

physical system. 

In general# the laser can be described as a closed- 

loop system with positive feedback. Figure 1-2 depicts 

this situation. For the passive mode-locking case, the 

modulation M(t) and the input I(t) are zero. The filter 

function is assumed to have a pass-band wide enough to 
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allow the existence of many oscillating modes. 

The key to the analysis is the characterization of 

the nonlinear element. In general» this element will be 

in one of two classes of nonlinearities» deadband. as 

shown in Figure I-3a, or saturation. as shown in Figure 

I-3b. In either case, other effects such as hysteresis 

may be included. 

An introduction to system analysis is given in 

Chapter 1. There, circuit models are used to analyze 

various aspects of the problem. Chapter 2 is devoted 

to developing a transfer function to represent the dye. 

Finally, Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the system 

and a discussion of the results. 
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Chapter 1. Systems Analysis via. Circuit Models 

Since most electrical engineers are well versed in 

circuit analysis, a promising approach to analyzing 

passive mode-locking is to use circuit models. Two 

different approaches will be given here. 

A. Resonant Circuits 

Fontana C34D proposed a phenomenological circuit 

model for the laser as shown in Figure 1-1. The mode 

frequencies are determined by resonant circuits with 

losses and gains -G^. He assumed that the voltage 

v(t) represented the E field at the absorber and could 

be expressed as a sum of the series resonant circuit 

voltages t M 

v(t) = £ v.(t) 
k=-M 

where the sum is over the 21H*1 modes. Alternately, 

the voltage can be expressed as 

v(t) « e(t) cos 

where e(t) is the slowly varying envelop and t*>(t) is 

the optical frequency. The laser without absorber will 

have the conductances and gn(t) zero. Hence, steady- 

state oscillations occur for G^ + G^ *= 0. 

For the case of interest, where the absorber is 

present, g(t) = GN + 6n(t) is found by considering a 

single-excited-level model of the dye and hence a rate 
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equation 

= ïPiti. + (N - 2n(t)) de2(t) 

where n(t) “ excited state population 

2r = excited state relaxation time 

N = total absorber population 

cf = stimulated transition probability 

The power absorbed by the dye is 

P(t) = (N - 2n(t))de2(t)h40 
cl 

where is the dye center frequency. The circuit 

model gives the optical-cycle average power absorbed as 

P(t) = %g(t)e2(t) 

Therefore, 

GN = 2Ndhtua and gn(t) = -4dftu>an(t) 

Since i(t) = v(t)gn(t), then the Fourier series of i(t) 

would be 

i(t) = 2[lk exp(jw^t) + c. c.J 
k 

where 

= Z 
P= 
3VP 

H is given by 
P 00 

8n(t) = 2 H exp(jpA»t) 
prs «*00 r* 

where AW = mode spacing. Similarily, Vk is given by 
M r -i 

v(t) = ^2 |_Vkexp( jo^t) + c« 
C«J 

where <o k = + k AW 

Identifying Ik as a current source for the kcn mode as 

shown in Figure 1-2, then Vk = - ZkIki Zk is the im¬ 

pedance seen by the Ik source. 
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Defining the total conductance for each mode as 

Gtk “ G1 + GN + Gk 

then the Zk*s are given by 

Zk = G 
tk 

1 + 

Hence, except for the zero detuning case, =ilthe 

Z^'s are complex. 

To find the Vk's (and hence v(t)), an iterative 

technique would be used. Starting with some set of V^'s, 

the envelope e(t) can be found. From e(t) , the popu¬ 

lation n(t) and hence g(t) can be calculated. Solving for 

the I^s in terms of the g^t) and V^'s gives a new set 

of V^'s. The process can be repeated until the V^'s 

converge. 

Although the approach gives answers which seem 

reasonable, the circuit model just described suffers 

from several shortcomings. First, then's are not found 

from the iterative solution outlined above, so some form 

of stability analysis is needed. This could be done 

by using describing function methods, but the problem 

of specifying the nonlinear effects still remains C58, 593, 

Second, the laser gain is specified by a single constant, 

Gk, and hence can not account for gain saturation of the 

laser medium. Finally, the dye is not well modeled by a 

single rate equation as given, and no allowance is made 

for the effects of inhomogeneous broadening in the dye. 

Therefore, this type of analysis is useful mainly to get 

qualitative results. 
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B. Regenerative Oscillators 

The pulsed nature of the output from a passively 

mode-locked laser suggests that it can be modeled as some 

form of regenerative oscillator. This type of oscillator 

is common in electronic pulse generators, and is char¬ 

acterized by a positive feedback loop with a nonlinear 

element in the loop C333 . 

The diode-controlled blocking oscillator shown in 

Figure 1-3 provides a simple example of a regenerative 

oscillator. With the component values shown, the output 

pulse width is approximately lOO^sec. Assuming the 

transistor is initially saturated with iQ < Pi^, the 

rise in ic as it approaches Pi^ causes a drop in ic 

through the transformer. At a time tp, i^ becomes nega¬ 

tive and the transistor is cut-off. However, the trans¬ 

former magnetizing current i has to go somewhere, so 

it flows through the zener diode; this keeps a constant 

voltage Vz across the primary winding. When i = 0, 

the zener diode becomes an open circuit and the primary 

voltage decreases. This causes a rise in the base voltage 

which turns the transistor on again and the cycle repeats. 

Hence, a nonlinear element (the zener diode) provides 

the mechanism for retriggering the oscillator. Although 

this circuit is not intended to serve as a model for 

the mode-locked laser, it does illustrate how passive 

switching is important in pulse generators. 

A regenerative oscillator directly related to the 
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passively mode-locked laser was presented by Cutler in 

1955 C35D. Although he considered the microwave situation, 

the analysis is suitable for the laser case with certain 

modifications . 

His analysis is based on the loop diagram shown 

in Figure 1-4. The "expandor" is a nonlinear device; 
X. 1_ 

in his example, Cutler used an "n' law" device where 

lGoutl = ®lGin|n' B is a constant, and the operation only 
effects the amplitude of G^n. The "filter" is considered 

to be Gaussian. The "A. G. C." provides long term 

stability but is not essential for the basic analysis. 

Assume that G^(t) may be represented as a Gaussian 

pulse: 

G^(t) = E exp|~j(w0t + bt^) - at^ 

whereo>Q is the carrier frequency, b is a linear chirping 

term, and a determines the pulse width (t: 2f*/a between 
P 

the 1/e points). Passing through the "nt*1 law" device 

and the amplifier gives 

G^Ct) = ABEnexp |j(wot + bt^) - ant^ J 

where A is the net gain. The filter and phase part of 

the delay can be given by 

F(^0 = C expjj-c(u-> -u»o)2 - j jjx + Y(U> - ^>Q) ^ 

where the filter has a bandwidth W = 2/Vc and is tuned 

to the carrier frequencycuQ. Operation on G^Ct) by F(<u) 

produces (see Appendix A for the algebra) 
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G^( t) ABCEn exPrl(t - P)2 + jw(t - 3) 
276(an - jb) [46 ° 

x exp[ju>03 - jaj 

where . 
6 = 4fS' - 'jb)' + c + JV 

(Note* there are several errors in Cutler’s equations 

17, 18, and 19.) Including the delay T, 

G5(t - T) = G4(t) 

Since G^ is equivalent to , then the self-consistent 

condition is that 

Gtj(t - T) exp(-jO) ** GjCt) 

where 9 accounts for any phase shift between pulses. 

Hence a Gaussian pulse is a steady state solution. 

Although his results are based on the nonlinear 

element being an "n^ law" device, they illustrate 

several important points. First, the linear chirping 

increases the pulse width» in his expression 

2- - 

8 2(1 + vV7l6) 

W/l - 1/n _1 + (1 + ny2W^/4(n2 + 2n + 1)) 

the term in brackets goes to unity for small Y» This 

expression also shows that only a slight nonlinearity 

is needed for regeneration» ie.. for n - 1, the pulse 

width is infinite, which implies no oscillation. Neglecting 

the chirping term, he showed that the pulses do approach 

an equilibrium length2rQt 

■2-q+l -*o “ 1/n (ïq -*o> 
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Another important result is that a pulse starting out 

with a carrier frequency (uq not centered on the filter 

frequency coQ will shift to the filter frequency according 

to 

Wq+l * "o “ 1/n <"q ‘‘V 

The analysis of Kuizenga and Siegman C183 is based 

on the same sort of consistency requirement. They also 

considered the case of Gaussian pulses and a Gaussian 

filter, but they treated the nonlinear element as an 

active element and hence could affect both the amplitude 

and phase of the incident pulse. 

These examples of systems analysis illustrate 

several of the techniques for working on the mode¬ 

locking problem. In Chapter 3, an approach similar to 

Cutler*s is used since it allows a more realistic 

modeling of the system than does the circuit analysis 

of Fontana. To carry out the analysis, a model of 

the dye will be needed to represent the nonlinear element. 

This is considered in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 2. Saturable* Absorber T'ode1 

As indicated previously, the modulation element of 

the mode-locked laser under consideration is a saturable 

absorber. In particular, the use of organic dyes is 

considered. Their reversible bleachability provides the 

nonlinear transmission characteristics needed for mode¬ 

locking . 

The energy diagram shown in Figure 2-1 is commonly 

used to describe the variety of transitions observed in 

organic dyes C37, 38, 39, 40, 513. Ground state and 

excited state absorption are shown along with fluorescence 

from the lowest singlet state and phosphorescence from 

the lowest triplet level. Since a typical dye molecule 

has a molecular weight of around 700 or more, the number 

of sublevels is high. The sublevels shown in Figure 2-1 

are vibronic levels» since the dye is in thè liquid state, 

rotational sublevels are insignificant. 

Excited state lifetimes are important in determining 

the absorption-emission properties of the dye. For a 

typical dye, Eastman 9740, the singlet excited state 
-12 relaxation time is 8.1 x 10 seconds. The lifetime of 

the triplet state 3 is strongly dependent on the solvent 

condition» ie., for an oxygen-rich solvent the lifetime 

is on the order of 10’^ seconds, while for a deoxygenated 
_3 

solvent the lifetime may be 10 seconds or longer. 

Intersystem crossings to the triplet states can depopulate 

the singlet states and hence make the dye ineffective as 
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an absorber, especially since the assumption for mode¬ 

locking is that the dye has fully recovered between 

pulses. 

The saturation of the absorber can be explained by 

one of two effects. It may be due to depletion of the 

ground state by the pulse, or it can be caused by 

"induced transparency" in which the stimulated emission 

equals the stimulated absorption. The former situation 

is important for dyes which have relaxation times longer 

than the pulse. 

The absorber may be categorized depending on its 

relaxation time as compared to the pulse length. For 

the case of a short relaxation time, the "steady-state" 

approximation is made. Defining a saturation irradiance 

I = where b is the absorption cross-section 
s 

and 2- is the effective lifetime of the first excited 

singlet level, the transmission T is given by the 

transcendental relation C373 

ln(T0/T) + (I/Is)(l - T) =* 0 

where TQ is the small signal transmission. 

The other case of interest is "energy saturation," 

in which the pulse is shorter than the relaxation time 

of the dye. Defining the integrated energy density J 

as 
t 

J(t) « I(x) dx 
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then the transmission of the dye is C373 

T = (Js/J) ln[l + TQ [exp(J/Js) - l]] 

where Je is the saturated energy and T is again the 

small signal transmission. This expression for the 

transmission is substantiated by data reported by 

Girard C42U• 

The crucial assumption made in this analysis is 

that the transmission expression just given is valid 

for an inhomogeneously broadened dye. Although it was 

found from considering a homogeneously broadened dye, 

it should also be valid for the inhomogeneously broadened 

case with the measured parameter having a lower value. 

Essentially, J_ is determined by the number of molecules s 
able to interact with the pulse radiation. Hence, if the 

pulse is shorter than the thermalization time, it will 

"bum" holes in the absorption spectrum which will remain 

until after the pulse is past. 

Therefore, the analysis in the next chapter is 

based on a transfer function which displays hysteresis! 

le.. the dye is energy saturated and the hysteresis effect 

comes from considering J instead of I. It is valid for 

pulses shorter than both the relaxation time and the 

thermalization time. Since this is the usual case for 

picosecond pulses, this model describes the mode-locking 

in an inhomogeneously broadened dye. 
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Chapter 3. Mode-Locked Laser Analysis 

As previously mentioned, the mode-locked laser 

behaves in some respects as a regenerative oscillator. 

A nonlinear element in the loop provides the mechanism 

for regeneration. 

A. Description of the Model 

The loop shown in Figure 1-4 will be used as the 

basis of the model. The various elements of the loop 

are explained below. The "AGC" is ignored, although it 

could be used to represent gain saturation effects in the 

active medium. is assumed to be a Gaussian pulse and 

represents the envelope of the E field. 

The "expandor" in Figure 1-4 is modeled by the dye 

discussed in the previous chapter. The transfer function, 

in terms of the transmission T, is 

lEout I “ Æ lEin I 

where lEoutl and KJ are the envelopes of the output 

and input electric fields, respectively. Note that T 

can be tailored according to the parameters T_ and J_ 

by varying the dye concentration, the solvent, etc. 

For |Gj(t)| = Ec exp(-at^), the corresponding 

integrated intensity is 

t t o 
J = J(t) = I(x) dx = EQ exp(-2axz) dx 

This may be rewritten as 
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„ •? 
Letting y - 2a x', 

Recognizing that 
Z y 

erf(z) = 2/*/n / exp(-tr) du 
0 

erf(-z) = -erf(z) 

and erf(z) « 1 
z > 2 

Then 

The "amplifier” and "filter" shown in Figure 1-4 

represent the active laser medium. Quoting the result 

from Appendix Î3, these are given as 

with the symbols explained in the appendix. A loss 

term R corresponding to the losses in the mirrors 

(including output) is also included in the "amplifier." 

Therefore, the coefficients of the filter function in 

Appendix A are as followsi 

C « exp(g) R 

F(o>) a exp(g) exp 

2 
c = 4B/(AU)* 

3 « 2gA-<v 

Y = 0 
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Therefore, if G2 is a time-shifted Gaussian given by 

G£(t) = Ej exp{ja>0t + jbt^] expjj-at^ + et] 

and f =* l/(a - jb) , 

then 

G4(t) = R exp(s) exp|>o(2g/^ + e/2f)] 
J\ + fg/AU>^ 

x expjj-l/[l/f + 4g/i^](t - 2gAw - e/2f)^J 

x expp4>o(t - 2g/ûw - e/2f) + e^/4fj 

Finally, the "delay" may be considered as a transportation 

lag of ** 2L/cn, where cn is the speed of light in the 

laser medium. Then 

Gçj(t - 2L/cn) = G^Ct) . 

The fact that the dye is characterized by a tran- 
♦ 

scendental expression makes it impossible to express 

G^ as a function of G^ in closed form. For this reason, 

the results of this type of model must be found by a 

numerical analysis as presented in the next section. 
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B. Results from a Numerical Analysis 

A typical dye/laser combination to consider is the 

NdïYAG laser and an Eastman 9740 dye solution. The 

various parameters in the calculations will be based 

on this system. 

From Cl93, 

AU> = 9.05 x 10*3 sec“l ancj coQ 
85 1.78 x 10*^ sec"*. 

From C42I, choose TQ = .45 and Jg = .01 Joules for a 

1.0 cm beam. Let the losses R = .74, then </r^R = .476. 

The gain exp(g) depends on the parameters given in 

Appendix B, but it should be small enough so that 

RTF; exp(g) < 1.0, Therefore, choose g = .7 so that 

exp(g) =2. In steady state, the gain saturates in the 

active medium so that the loop gain at the peak of the 

pulse is 1. Finally, let the cavity length L = 100 cm. 

Since the following calculations are done by hand, 

time and frequency scaling will make the numbers more 

13 
manageable. All times are scaled by a factor of 10 

-13 
and all frequencies by a factor of 10 , Therefore, 

the scaled parameters are 

c = .034, P = .155, tx>Q = 178, and C = 1.48. 

Consider Gj to be some fluctuation given by 

Gj(t) = EQ exp(-.004t^) exp j(178t - .001t^) 

This is a chirped Gaussian pulse 3.0 psec wide, which 

is definitely not bandwidth limited. The coefficient 

E_ is chosen so that J = Jc at 1 psec.; ie.. 
O 5 ——• 
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.01 « J(10) = J* Eo2[l + erf(107.008)] 

2/T0Ô8 

Therefore EQ = .0237 

To show the effect of the dye, the input and output 

pulse values are tabulated in Table 3-1 and plotted in 

Figure 3-1. Note that G2 is now a shifted Gaussian 

closely apprw.vir, ;.i:ed by 

G2(t) » .724 EQ exp(-.004t
2 - .00405t) exp[j(178t + .001t2)J 

Operation by the filter function :>ro<-uces 

G^(t) = 1.0c exp[-(.00405 - j.OOIKt - .626 + j. 116)+ jwQt 

where small terms have been dropped. The time delay produces 

a final G^ approximately given by 

Gcj(t - T^) = 1.08 EQ exp [-(.00405 - j.OODt2 + j«0t] 

Hence the net effect of the loop is primarily determined 

by the dye since the pulse spectrum is smaller than the 

filter bandwidth and the frequency shift due to the b and 

e terms is negligible. The pulse has been shortened by 

about ,6% and the effect on the chirping is insignificant. 

To show that a steady state will be eventually 

reached, a calculation of the transmission for various 

ratios of the peak energy to saturation energy is necessary. 

The results are given in Table 3-2} the previously calculated 

transmission corresponds to a ratio of .55. For the 

next pass, the ratio is 1.04. Since the ratio increases 

by about .5 per pass, between 100 and 200 passes would 

be needed to reach steady state. This number will be 



TABLE 3-1 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF DYE TRANSMISSION 
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t )Gll x Eo 
J/Js JT l°2 1 x 

-30 .0273 0 .670 .0183 

-25 .0821 0 .670 .0543 

-20 .202 0+ .671 .135 

-15 .407 .032 .674 .274 

-10 .670 .116 .681 .456 

-5 .905 .293 .696 .630 

-1 .996 .502 .716 .713 

0 1.0 .558 .721 .721 

1 .996 .614 .726 .723 

2 .984 .669 .730 .718 

5 .905 .823 .735 .672 

10 .670 1.0 .739 .507 

15 .407 1.08 .743 .311 

20 .202 1.11 .751 .155 

30 .0273 1.12 ,757 .021 
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lower if the initial loop gain is higher than 1.08. 

This range of passes to reach steady state is consistent 

with C263 , and as pointed out there the convergence is 

sensitive to the gain and other parameters. 

C. Conclusions 

Based on the preceding numerical analysis for the 

case considered, the inhomogeneously broadened dye model 

predicts * 

1, A chirped Gaussian pulse is a solution. A number of 

models based on treating the dye under "steady-state" 

conditions do not account for picosecond pulses which 

"energy saturate" the dye. Hence, the analysis 

presented here is valid for the special case where 

the pulse is shorter than the thermalization time and 

the relaxation time of the dye. 

2, The pulse width will decrease by about ,6% for 

each pass through the dye. The pulse will reach a 

final width after 100 to 200 passes, although this 

number is gain dependent, 

3, The assumed chirping remains at a small level if it 

is initially small. 



TABLE 3-2 

TRANSMISSION AS A FUNCTION OF PEAK ENERGY 
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Ed
2/VH Vr 

J
s 

.1 .680 

.2 .689 

.5 .716 

1.0 .757 

2.0 .823 

5.0 .912 

10.0 .959 

20.0 .980 

50.0 .990 

100.0 .996 
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Appendix A. Fourier Transform Pair for Gaussian Pulses 

For those without Campbell and Foster*' transform 

pair number 729, a short derivation is needed. Included 

in this appendix is the effect of passage of a time- 

shifted Gaussian pulse through a Gaussian filter. 

Assume the input Gaussian pulse is given by 

E(t) = EQ exp(jcot + jbt
2) exp(-at2 + et) 

(Notet for Cutler, e = 0.) Formally carry out the 

Fourier transform of E(t) « 

OO 

E(o») = E(t) exp(-j^t) dt 

= L E0 
exp["Ca ‘ jb)t2 + Ce - j(“> - *o)3 t] dt 

E */n Re - j(co -co ))^ 

7a - jb L 4(a - jb) 
where use was made of 

/M exp(-dx
2 + Xx) dx *» exp(X2/4d) 

7d 

E(u>) can be expanded to show the effect of b and e on 

the spectrum. Letting 

d = a - jb , d*' = a + jb , and 0 = 4(a2 + b2) 

then E$o) is given by 

* Campbell, G. A. and Foster, R. M. "Fourier Integrals 
for Practical Applications," Bell Systems Monograph 
B-584. 
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EM - VL exp(e2/4cf) expPf(u0 . ^ )2 + )1 
Vd L 6 ° 8 ° J 

[•ft xexp|-j|-(w .wo)2 + ip(o>.u.o) 

Therefore the chirping and time shift in E(t) are shown 

as a frequency shift in EM. 

Now consider the filter and delay function given by 

F(<*>) = C expJj-cO** -io0)2J exp -jjjx + - *-^Q) + Y O'0 - u>Q)2J 

Then E#(“0 = EM F(U-) 

= CEo^ expT-ôiu2 + [2^6 - j(3 + e/2d)]u'> 

*/cf L -* 
x exp|~ju:o(0 + e/2<j) - ôU>q

2 - ja + e2/4dj 

where 

6 = l/4d + c + jy 

Transform back to the time domain« 

OO 

E*(t) = E'M exp(juit) d'^/2n 

- * f 3 CEQVn/d exp -6w2 + [2^0 - j(0 + e/2d - t)]10 

2n L ' -J 

x expjjwoO + e/4cf) - àicQ^ - ja + e2/4dj dw 

Using the same integral identity, E'(t) becomes 
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2n 
E* (t) = 1_ CE JvtTd JvJb expjp^o6 [3 + e/2tf - t)]2~l 

46 J 

x expjjô^2 + j<*>Q(0 + e/2cf) -ja + e2/4cf^ 

Rearrange the terms to get 

E*(t) « CEjlfcs expp. (t - 0 - e/2cf)2J 

x exp[j<*>Q(t - 0 - e/2tf)^J 

x expJjioQ(0 + e/2tf) - ja + e2/4</] 
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Appendix B. Derivation of the Filter Function 

The active laser medium acts as both an amplifier 

and a filter. Following the analysis of C183, this can 

be shown by starting with the rate equations for a two- 

level broadened systems 

p + 2 P + a> 2P - M2™ 
o 

3ft 

and 

K + N ~ = 2— PE 

T1 *“0 

where the polarizability P and the electric field E are 

shown as scalars (1 dimensional case) , is the center 

frequency of the broadened line, |u| is the dipole matrix 

element, N is the population difference - Nj, L is the 

Lorentz correction factor to relate the micro fields to 

the macro fields, the atomic linewidth isA«>= 2/T2* 

and T2 are the lifetimes of the lower and upper level, 

respectively, and N is proportional to the pumping rate. 

Above threshold, N is almost constant and small variations 

in N can be neglected. 

Transforming to the frequency domain, the first 

equation above becomes 

CE-*? + + u>o
2^] P(u>) exp( jwt) du> 

= “2faoL M N E(co) exp (jot) d 

3ft 

CO 
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Since P(w) = \ (w) Efc) , where ^(*0 is the suceptibility, 

then the output E*(w) is given as 

E'(c*>) = E(o>) exp 

.1 + 2j(<o - i*>0)/a.uj 

where g = ^ lu ^ 

3ftu> ne ûW o 

Lc is the cavity length, n is the index of refraction, 

and c is the speed of light. For <u - ufQ « AW, 

 6  

1 + 2j(tu - UJq) /^co 

g[l - 2j(co - too)/^a>3 

1 + 4 (w -COO)/AOJ^ 

« g |jL - 2j(a) - io0)/au> - 4pa> - W0)/A^J
2
J 

So finally 

F(u>) = exp(g) exp|-4g[(co - a>Q)/aw]2 I exp[-2jg(üJ - UJQ)/AüS^ 
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